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INTRODUCTION

As the health care environment undergoes rapid transformation, increasing costs paired with technological advancements have highlighted the need for value-based health care services and innovative models of delivery. Simultaneously, the role of the pharmacist is undergoing transformation. Pharmacy graduates are now expected to be able to engage in direct patient care roles via collaborative practice, perform comprehensive medication management, and provide preventive care services. Further, the tenets of pharmacy education, while including preparing and dispensing of product, now extend to all-encompassing pharmaceutical care responsibilities. With these transformations, expectations for ensuring competence have grown.1 To meet these and future challenges, pharmacists must be prepared for continuous learning and growth after earning their doctor of pharmacy degree. Unfortunately, the current continuing education (CE) system does not encourage intentional, individualized plans and may need to be reconstructed to meet the needs of today’s practitioners.2,3 Integrating continuing professional development into the current continuing education structure could transform continuing education into a vehicle that advances both the professional’s practice and the greater health care system.

Continuing pharmacy education (CPE) has served as the standard for maintaining professional competence for over 40 years in the United States. Defined by the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE), CPE is a “structured educational activity designed or intended to support the continuing development of pharmacists and/or pharmacy technicians to maintain and enhance their competence.”4 All 50 state boards of pharmacy, the District of Columbia, Guam, and Puerto Rico require CPE hours as a prerequisite for re-licensure.5 Although specific CPE requirements vary from state to state, the majority of state boards of pharmacy (43 states) require either 15 contact hours [1.5 continuing education units (CEUs)] annually or 30 contact hours (3 CEUs) biennially.3 Twenty-three states specifically require “live” CPE hours, and 17 state boards require specific CPE topics such as law, patient safety, immunizations, HIV, or pain management.5 From a regulatory standpoint, completing the hours-based CPE requirements by definition equals competency.

Researchers have debated the impact of continuing education in the health professions in the literature for decades.6 The debate centers around the question, “Does participation in continuing education enable the learner to enhance their practice and ultimately improve health care outcomes?”7 The prevailing evidence suggests the answer to this question is both “yes” and “it’s complicated.”7 Between 1977 and 2014, 39 systematic reviews were published on the impact of continuing medical education (CME).8 These reviews have consistently demonstrated that CME more reliably impacts provider knowledge and performance versus patient outcomes.8 Further, traditional CE activities (conferences, symposia, lectures) improve participant knowledge but generally have a very limited effect on improving clinician practice and patient outcomes.8 Examples of published practice improvements include screening practices, prescribing, and adhering to guideline measurements. Patient outcome measurements include a broad array of clinical endpoints such as smoking cessation, diet, or blood pressure in patients with hypertension, to name a few.8,9 Specific to the pharmacy profession, studies analyzing individual CPE activities have generally, although not exclusively, shown positive effects on behaviors or patient outcomes,10-16 and one systematic review cited the effectiveness of the majority of CPE programs based on their reported outcomes measures, most often knowledge or skill modification.17

Given the frequency of evidence supporting continuing education outcomes, the ultimate CE research question is not “Is CE effective?” but rather “What kinds of CE are effective?”18 Learning activities that are interactive,
use multiple delivery methods (case-based learning, demonstrations, feedback, simulations or patient roleplay), involve multiple exposures, and focus on outcomes considered important by the learner lead to more positive outcomes. Other factors that affect performance include audience/room size, shorter versus longer sessions, and complexity of intended behavior.

ACPE classifies accredited CPE activities as one of three types: knowledge-based, application-based, and practice-based. In 2015, almost 90% of the 29,661 CPE activities offered by providers were knowledge-based activities or programs designed for participants to acquire factual knowledge as defined by ACPE CPE standards. Herein lies perhaps one of the major challenges facing continuing education: the overwhelming majority of activities are knowledge-based programs designed to improve a learner’s knowledge of facts when growing expectations from employers, regulators, and payers call for documented improvements in outcomes. Thus, how can one advance one’s practice in a system dominated by activities designed to improve knowledge? One model that has been proposed to aid learners in achieving goals through education is the Continuing Professional Development (CPD) approach.

The CPD Approach

ACPE defines CPD as an ongoing, self-directed, structured, outcomes-focused learning cycle focused on maintaining and improving performance of professional practice. CPD does not replace CE, but rather enhances CE in a broader approach ensuring pharmacist competence and performance and patient health outcomes. CPD exists as a cyclical learning process (Figure 1) where the learner reflects, plans, learns, evaluates, and applies. The determination of learning experience is based on assessment of needs and goals. Central to each step in the cycle is a personal learning portfolio where learners record self-evaluations.

Why CE Needs CPD

In 2009, the Institute of Medicine published a report concerning CE in the health professions. The report noted major flaws in the health care professions’ conduct, finance, regulation, and evaluation of CE. Since the report’s publication, accrediting bodies and regulatory boards have addressed many of these issues through revised standards. For example, standards for commercial support and sunshine laws have since further addressed industry influence. Much of the CE system remains in silos, however, even though health care providers are expected to perform as a team in practice. In addition, regulators still mainly base CE requirements on participation and accumulation of credit hours rather than outcomes. Despite some movements toward interprofessional education, CE remains most often associated with didactic learning methods and clinical knowledge, and in most cases, does not measure competence or impact on quality of care.

Specific to these shortcomings, incorporating the CPD approach into practice can improve the existing composition of continuing education. Given its broader
focus, the process capitalizes on intrinsic motivations by allowing health professionals to tailor their learning processes, settings, and curriculum.20,21 Students and professionals alike struggle with accurate self-assessment and identifying gaps in knowledge.22 As CPD inherently includes self-assessment, reflection skills can be formally practiced and improved upon, leading to more meaningful learning over time. When identifying practice or educational gaps, learners can specifically target and create plans to improve their practice with measurable results.20

Several countries including Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom have incorporated the CPD approach as a requirement for pharmacist relicensure.23 One notable model developed to ensure the competence of pharmacists and technicians is the Ontario College of Pharmacists’ Quality Assurance Program. Developed after passage of competency assessment legislation in 1991, Ontario shifted from an hours-based model to a competence-based model consisting of three components: a learning portfolio, a self-assessment tool, and a peer review process for those who provide patient care.24,25 The learning portfolio’s design puts the practitioner in control of his or her professional development, with learners determining the number of learning activities or contact hours needed to emphasize the focus on the quality of the learning experience vs accumulated hours. Portfolio contents include an education action plan, continuing education log, FAQ log, and professional profile.24 The self-assessment tool assists practitioners with identifying learning needs for both maintaining competency and advancing practice. Although on hold, the peer review process consists of a clinical knowledge and practice-based assessment that includes cases and standardized patient interviews, orientations and feedback sessions.24

As detailed by Austin and colleagues, numerous resources are required for Ontario’s quality assurance program, particularly for the peer review process.25 Volunteers are required for developing and validating cases, and establishing minimum performance levels. In addition, training materials were also developed including a web-based practice examination, and patient interview videos. Costs for the development and implementation of the program are paid for by annual licensure fees.25

The other countries listed each have distinct CPD approaches. The Pharmacy Board of Australia, for instance, requires pharmacists to complete activities that have an aggregate value of 40 or more CPD credits annually, develop a CPD plan, and maintain detailed and verifiable records of learning.26 New Zealand’s pharmacist’s scope of practice system requires participants to earn “points” from activities in three distinct learning groups: activities with limited or no attendee interaction; activities with acquisition of knowledge verified by assessment; and initiatives focused on practice improvements identified by reflection and providing supporting evidence of practice outcomes.27 In another example, the General Pharmaceutical Council of the United Kingdom maintains an online system where online CPD records can be shared with supervisors or other colleagues who support or monitor CPD activities.28

In the medical profession, voluntary board certification largely regulates many elements of CPD beyond required CME hours. Board certification rates among physicians outpace pharmacists. In 2014, the American Board of Medical Specialties had certified 79% of actively licensed physicians in the United States in addition to select osteopathic physicians maintaining osteopathic physician board certifications.29 In contrast, over 25,000 pharmacists maintain Board of Pharmaceutical Specialties (BPS) certifications, comprising approximately 9% of licensed pharmacists in the United States.30–31 The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) and its 24-member organizations regulate a maintenance of certification (MOC) system initiated in 2000. Participants earn “points,” including for participating in CME activities, and in other opportunities that earn credit via demonstrating involvement in the domains of medical knowledge, practice assessment, and patient safety/voice activities.32–36 Activities such as participating in a journal club, precepting trainees, serving as a manuscript reviewer, and attending CME activities, are ways to earn “points.” In addition, physicians must “re-board” by passing a certification exam in one’s specialty every 10 years.32,33

In the US, results of a five state CPD pharmacist pilot project were published in 2010.34 Questions still remain, however, whether CPD adoption into CE should be required or optional for license renewal processes.23 Anecdotal feedback from boards of pharmacy has revealed concerns about capacity to institute and regulate such a system, with specific concerns regarding document review and assessment. An employer-employee partnership is perhaps a more natural home for CPD. Reviewing employees’ CPD goals, for instance, could easily be incorporated into existing annual evaluation processes. Employees wanting to seek opportunities for advancement or to develop local expertise could benefit from a formalized self-directed learning approach such as CPD.

As with all new systems, challenges with the CPD approach exist. Undoubtedly, CPD requires increased efforts on the part of the learner – self-assessing, seeking learning opportunities, and documenting outcomes.
require energy and support. Critics have noted a variety of barriers to the practice of CPD including lack of time for reflection, funding for learning, defining responsibilities and designating roles of parties involved in CPD, and demonstrating CPD results to stakeholders. 

Not all participants see the need to improve their practice and to support CPD as a lifelong learning model. If adopted, not only would intensive education be needed, but also coaching throughout the learner’s progression through the cycle.

Implications for CE Providers and the Academy

If one of the ultimate goals of colleges and schools of pharmacy is to produce “CPD ready” self-directed, lifelong learning practitioners, colleges must incorporate the CPD activities throughout the curriculum and co-curriculum. Janke and Tofade published a statement in the *American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education* in 2014 on incorporating CPD into curriculums. Their review noted that self-directed lifelong learning activities should be intentional and coordinated and could begin with developing career goals.

As a first step toward improving practice behaviors and patient outcomes, colleges and schools of pharmacy who are accredited CPE providers should consider “branching out” beyond knowledge-based programming. Increasing offerings toward application- and practiced-based activities, while aligning offerings with learner interests, will further meet the needs of learners and aid in facilitating change-driven impact in practice. A variety of bodies constitute ACPE CPE providers, including colleges and schools of pharmacy, professional associations, continuing education companies, health systems, and publishers. Arguably, given our mission, academia should drive change in continuing pharmacy education. Additionally, this shift would increase available scholarship and grantmanship opportunities for faculty members who seek to publish outcomes. Further, colleges could support employers wishing to implement the CPD approach to learning in their organizations. For medical center-affiliated CE providers, partnering with the Quality Improvement (QI) departments of partner health systems offers access to data to demonstrate commitment to delivering optimal care. In addition, formation of quality improvement focused education should be interprofessional in connection to the context of new health care delivery systems.

More robust measures for continuing education outcomes must be developed and/or implemented. The academy’s CPD section (formerly known as the CPE section) is the logical place for these models to be developed and tested. Continuing education should be viewed not only as public outreach for colleges, but also as the strategic professional development vehicle that can drive change. Walsh proposed five levels for judging the value of CME: the number of participants; the degree of their satisfaction; the extent to which participants achieve activity objectives or measured increase in competence related to objectives; the degree of translation of new competence into performance of their duties; and the extent to which performance contributes to desired outcomes. Further efforts should be made toward capitalizing upon levels four and five. Moore’s outcome framework—which outlines seven levels of learner outcomes as participation, satisfaction, learning, competence, performance, patient health, and community health—provides an additional source of measuring the impact of CE programming.

Given the challenges of adopting the CPD approach into the current CE infrastructure, models must be developed that remove barriers, maximize efficiencies, and decrease burden among all parties. Specific barriers such as funding for travel and time away from work could be mitigated by leveraging technology to facilitate learning. Communities of learners can be created with shared interests that foster innovation and promote sustainable programming that would be efficient in terms of financial resources. Health professionals have historically spent, on average, between 1 and 3 weeks per year at educational meetings. With the advancement of webinar technology, the industry is seeing significant growth in online learning. In 2015, 7,123 hours of live accredited CME activities were delivered through online means, in addition to the over 74,000 hours of enduring materials available online. As we are seeing increased utilization of online learning, careful construction of online communities will supplement live programs and offer new educational models.

Simulation will likely play a larger role in CPD (as seen in PharmD curriculums), particularly if a large number of practicing pharmacists must retool their skillset to assume direct patient care roles. Allowing for practice of skills in a safe environment, simulation can be helpful in achieving goals in CPD and support mastery-based learning.

CONCLUSION

Societal expectations call for a safe, patient-centered, evidence-based, and efficient health care system. As our profession adapts to meet the needs of a value-based health care system, so, too, must our current continuing education system. Specific improvements for consideration should include a shift beyond an attendance-based credit system; increased focus on interprofessional learning and performance; and linkage of needs-assessment performance gaps with quality improvement focused education should be interprofessional in connection to the context of new health care delivery systems.
improvement. Incorporation of CPD to foster the professional development needs of practitioners can aid in achieving many of these improvements, while ensuring continued competence in practice. A CPD approach that includes CPE will facilitate outcomes-based positive change. Colleges and schools of pharmacy are poised to lead the shift toward self-directed lifelong learning.
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